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Establish a sense of 

urgency

• Examine market and 

competitive realities

• Identify a crisis, 

potential crisis or 

opportunities

• Several potential 

pitfalls in this step
https://www.dogonews.com/2021/8/23/un-climate-report-urges-

immediate-action-on-climate-change



Create a powerful guiding 

coalition

• Major transformation efforts require 

broad participation

• Include: key players, broad expertise, 

high credibility, change agents, frontline 

staff

• Consider an off-site retreat to 

communicate goals and gain trust



Develop a vision

• Clear, concise statement which 

directs change effort

• Motivates members of organization

• Should appeal to broad group(s) of 

stakeholders who are vested in the 

organization



Communicate vision

• Very common to under-communicate 

at this step

• Use every possible vehicle to 

communicate

• Lots of repetition



Empower others to act on 

vision

• Remove obstacles to change

• Middle managers can derail change 

process by making employees feel 

disempowered

• Additional skills training



Plan for & acknowledge 

short-term wins

• Motivates staff 

• Maintains urgency level

• Requires good management skills



Consolidate improvements

• Do not declare victory too soon

• Very fragile stage

• Use increasing credibility to take on 

bigger issues



“Hardwire” improvements 

into culture

• Link connections 

between new behaviors 

and organizational 

success

• Prioritize hiring, 

leadership development 

and succession 

planning which are 

congruent with vision
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140802135854

193474826-the-case-for-nurturing-organizational-culture/

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140802135854
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Thank You!


